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DRED UK Testimonials:
Substance Misuse Education

A selection of DRED UK testimonials from staff and parents
Angela Marshal, Registrar Bradfield College

“

A very belated huge thank you for coming to Bradfield again last Saturday.
Several parents sent emails on Saturday afternoon, straight after getting home
as they were so impressed – one said she had never followed up any lecture or
talk before but felt compelled to do so in this case.

Theresa Homewood, Deputy Head Sevenoaks School

“

Very many thanks for arranging the excellent presentation by Bob Tait. Ben
came home from school, saying how good it was and that we must go to the
Parents talk. I found it hugely informative and I can now talk to Ben about
drug misuse. I would recommend it to any parent.
extract from an email received from a parent

Vivienne Lamb, Head of PSHE, Oakham School.

“
“

What can I say apart from, thank you again. The students are full of questions
from mulling over what you talked about, what more can you ask from 6th
formers

Linda Gregory, Head of PSHE, Headington School
I am writing to let you know that the recent talk on drugs by the gentleman (I
think called Bob) had the most profound effect on Rosie and we would like to
thank you so much for the inspiration in bringing him into the school. Rosie
said it was the most powerful talk she had ever attended and said all the
girls were visibly moved by the talk. Rosie said Bob provoked a very positive
and enlightened discussion later amongst the girls. I just wanted to say as a
parent, mindful about the issue of drugs, bravo…
extract from an email received from a parent
Linda Wood, Head of PSHCE, Rishworth School

“

Feedback from my Year 10 and 11:
“A-Maz-Ing!”
“Best talk ever in PSHCE”
“I would love to have heard more – I wish we’d had longer”
“I didn’t know the law at all on alcohol or drugs until we had this talk”
“Why doesn’t everyone have this talk?”

William Baker, Head of Sixth Form, Churchers College

“

We were delighted to have Barry Evans back this year to do his substance
misuse presentation to our Upper Sixth. Barry's enthusiasm for, and knowledge
of, the subject were clear to see in the energy he showed, and he engaged the
students very well indeed. The content and delivery are certainly different to
the typical drugs education talks you see in schools and the students felt
they were being talked to rather than preached at. We've already booked Barry
in for next year.
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PARITY IN PARENTAL DRUG EDUCATION:
It’s been 4 years since Bob Tait of ‘Trust The Process’ Harley St, Education Services submitted an article informing
Parents, on what was then worryingly trending as social recreational drug use/misuse and the need to
communicate the very concerning issues connected to NPS (Novel Psychoactive Substances) aka Legal Highs et al.
That term ‘misuse’ is often misunderstood by those who at that time were experimenting with chemicals that had
not been fully researched and/or tested to standards labelled ‘NOT FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION’, where the term
‘legal’ subconsciously creates ignorance to every warning signs when considering the use of such chemicals.
Early in 2016 a BBC documentary (The Last Days of Legal Highs) identified a particular chemist who, in 2009,
created the very chemicals that were fatally wounding our population, across a variety of age groups. His primary
testing methodology was to try them on himself, before unleashing his chemicals to a global network of lawful
suppliers.
A direct relationship to these ‘research chemicals’ and other substances was cause or coincidental to an increase
in mental health issues amongst our young people. The overall governmental ‘control measure’ was to produce
a new piece of drug legislation called the ‘Psychoactive Substances Act 2016’ – a law intended to restrict the
production, sale and supply of "legal highs"; having the intention to shut down the retailers of legal highs with
immediate effect from 26th May 2016.
As to its own legislative effect, we may have to wait perhaps at least another 4 years or more, as ‘Spice’ (synthetic
cannabis) is still rife in not just our prisons but problematic in larger cities like Birmingham and Manchester. The
good news is they are not as frequently available, however, there will always be a stock pile to use and be swept
up from the dealer stockists on the dark web or black market.
Vaping JULES and taking certain medicines with alcohol have taken on current trend at parties - JUULING being
the latest youth trend.
Other drug related legislation has seen drivers affected by a new Section 5A of the Road Traffic Act 1988, where a
saliva type test for illegal and medicinal substances has been implemented.
Bob still educates on the concerns about substance misuse, to pupils parents and staff in schools across the UK.
He and I the co-founder of DRUG EDUCATION UK, continue to deliver a programme of information that engages
young people to make informed choices that are designed to protect them and those around them. Drug
Education is NOT compulsory in school – FACT!
Some people believe that ‘prevention is better than cure’, but in an age where people take risks above and
beyond what anyone would ever have perceived we would or could do; at a time when we have more treatment
available for substance misuse than ever before – then it’s not just Parents, Pupils and Staff who need continually
updating and educating on drugs and drug trends and how to support their children and family, their community.
This type of educational exchange shouldn’t stop at school – Industry is very well placed to educate its personnel
to good effect – it has the ability to improve performance, productivity and re-motivate people to better effect.
Take Cannabis for example: Although they say “… ignorance is no defence!” sadly it is! although a very weak one,
never the less a defence. As frequently I am asked – which is the worst drug? or cannabis is far safer than
alcohol! DISCUSS – questions and statements that give me a superb foundation from which to work MOOD* on a
persons’ denial of problematic use or unreasonable comparisons. As how do we compare a drug that is smoked
to one that is drank, one that delivers carbon monoxide on every draw of your breath to that which we can
naturally ingest with very little negative effect if we drink to guidelines and understand how it works.
[*Motivating Out Of Denial is a flexible tool for working on a persons’ ability to accept truths related to potential
drug user scenarios previously denied].
If you wish to discuss anything mentioned in this article please call Barry on 07778643209 or Bob on
07852333667.
Or email: barry@dreduk.co.uk or bob@dreduk.co.uk
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